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Land grabs, biofuels, unintended social impacts of conservation, commodification of 
Malagasy forests for REDD, mining, tar sands........  these are among the issues which have 
been featured in one way or other on this network over the last ten months.  This blogger 
decided to take a rapid scan of the news and literature to ask the question "whats going on?" 
Here is the result... 
 
Madagascar has long been renowned for its unique and threatened biodiversity as well as 
the rich and diverse cultures of the Malagasy people, and the chronic poverty and natural 
disasters to which they are exposed.  In recent years however, the island has frequently 
appeared under the media spotlight more for its recent political and natural resource 
governance dynamics.  The infamous Daewoo Land Deal(1), subsequent political protests 
and the ousting of the country‟s then president Marc Ravalomanana were followed by 
successive international media attention being paid to the illegal rosewood and ebony 
trade(2), controversial oil sands and iron extraction deals, and the negative social and 
environmental impacts of high profile multinational mining projects(3).  Beyond these recent 
high profile cases, Madagascar has, for the last decade and more, been the target of 
numerous mining ventures, agricultural land acquisitions and new protected areas.  The 
social and environmental impacts of many of these initiatives have been questioned, both in 
the popular media and in the academic literature, and more projects still operate beyond the 
radar of agencies undertaking reviews of these matters and don‟t feature in regional 
development planning(4).  

 
This burgeoning interest in Madagascar‟s resources, be it the land itself, the biodiversity 
living above it, or the minerals stored beneath it, has not occurred in a vacuum of new public 
policy initiatives. Indeed, the country has seen since the late 1980‟s the emergence of what 
might be said to be some exemplars of public policy and institutional reforms aimed at 
ensuring the good stewardship of natural resources and governance of revenues gained 
from them.  Many of these reforms are described in the literature, and while good in theory, 
they have been observed to suffer some serious setbacks and failings when it comes to 
actually making them operational.  These challenges are due to various inherent 
weaknesses in the capacity to ensure good governance within the Malagasy state apparatus 
and are based on a relative institutional impotence, or vulnerability to political influence of 
some of the new arms length institutions which were established to oversee and implement 
new natural resources related policies(5) .  Some policy incompatibilities between sectors 
have also been observed, due in part to the excessive influence of donor agencies and 
international NGOs over the Malagasy state in the design of new policies(6) as well as 
tendencies towards exclusivist territoriality behaviour of elements of the conservation and 
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development cooperation community(7) and the mixing of private and state business by the 
former President and his associates. 
 
The almost exponential growth in interest in Madagascar by the private sector in land and 
minerals, and by global conservationists in the islands unique and threatened biodiversity 
has without doubt produced incidents of social injustices for the rural Malagasy people 
whose customary/ancestral lands are caught up in a kind of natural resource rush.  This is 
not to say that interventions have been universally detrimental for local people, far from it in 
fact. But experience, popular discourse and the academic literature all suggest that the 
success stories are the exception rather than the norm. Win-win conservation and 
development projects which have adequately compensated affected local resources users 
before restricting their already meagre livelihoods, peasants displaced by mining operations 
who are satisfied with their compensation arrangements, or customary land owners whose 
experience of corporate land deals and biofuels plantations have brought the promised 
rewards seem to be limited to a rare handful of cases, if indeed we can find empirically 
proven examples of them at all (do let me know of any published examples you may know 
of). The actual social injustices experienced in rural Madagascar are however arguably 
fewer and further between than the potential which exists for more extensive and serious 
ones in the future. This is especially the case given the preliminary nature of much of the 
natural resource rush which has been going on(8).   
 
Both these actual trends and the potential for future impacts have sparked an emergence of 
a number of civil society platforms, lobby groups and communication networks which have 
been established because of a rising public concern about environmental destruction, and 
the social ills which neoliberal forces are playing out across the island(9). This gentle growth 
of civil society has been accompanied by an additional focus on Madagascar by a number of 
international environmental and social justice campaigning groups(10), although arguably 
not enough of them work on the island, especially in the mining and forest peoples rights 
domains. Finally to help reflect onwhere we are with all of this several significant institutional 
reviews of the challenges of natural resource governance by international agencies and 
donors have been published(11) and other review and reflection processes are most likely 
ongoing incognito. 
 
So all of the above said, the next logical question is: What needs to be done about these 
challenges and by whom?   That will be the subject of part 2 of this blog....  so watch this 
space... 
 
Footnotes 

1. The Daewoo Land Deal was first reported in the financial times in November 2008 
(Jung-a et al 2008), and its implications and potition relative to other land acquisitions 
has subsequently been discussed in various papers (Vinciguera, 2010; Burnod et al 
2010; Gingembre, 2010; Andrianirina – Ratsialonana et al 2011).   

2. Numerous articles, reports and multimedia coverage has dealth with the issues around 
illegal exploitation of precious wood in Madagascar, two key reference are Global 
Witness and Environmental Investigation Agency, 2009 and Ballet et al 2010.   

3. In 2010 National Geographic reported on the environmental impacts of the Sherrit 
Ambatovy mine (Draper, 2010) and various articles have publicised the testimony from 
local people negatively impacted by the Rio Tinto Ilmenite mine in Fort Dauphin (ALT 
and Panos London, 2009) as well as other difficulties caused by the mine (Harbinson 
2007a and 2007b).   

4. Useful reviews of international land acquisitions in Madagascar have been carried out 
(Andrianirina – Ratsialonana et al 2011) but these reports are not exhaustive, and 
various biofuels project were not picked up – such as the Castor Plantations of Flora 
Eco Power and Phileol in Amboasary, Ambovombe and Tsiombe districts.  Similarly 
for mining, regional development spatial planning includes high profile mining 



projectsof multinational companies like Rio Tinto – but neglects to mention other less 
well known mining projects such as the Malaysian sapphire mining company Nan Tin 
Polychrome and British Uranium Mining companies Blue Sun Mining/Bekitoly 
Resources/Vuna (Region de l‟Anosy, 2005). 

5. Plangemann et al 2010, Carret et al 2010 and Freudenberger 2010 provide 
perspectives on this from the World Bank and USAID studies.   

6. The unusually dominant position of international conservation NGOs in policy making 
in Madagascar is described in Corson (2008) and Duffy (2006).  Innovative new 
protected areas policies under the NEAP and SAPM and land reform policies under 
the PNF have been introduced – although as later sections will describe some policy 
incompatibilities have not been resolved, and implementation has been patchy.    

7. By “exclusivist territoriality” it is meant to imply that there is a relatively small overlap in 
the intervention areas of major international conservation NGOs (WWF, CI, WCS) and 
of agencies implementing land tenure reform (MCA, PNF).  The mining sector 
exploration areas do significantly overlap with the new protected areas (Cardiff & 
Andriamanalina 2007; Ferguson in review) but represent unresolved competing claims 
for land which neither the previously politicised decision making of the Ravalomanana 
administration nor the subsequent 2009-2011 political hiatus have allowed to be 
resolved. 

8. Many mining, agricultural land acquisition and protected areas are still in a temporary 
status or at the preliminary stages of implementation.  Only two major foreign mining 
operators (Rio Tinto in Fort Dauphin and Sherrit at Ambatovy) have actually invested 
in full production facilities, many other mining projects are waiting in the wings.  Land 
acquisitions for food crops and biofuel have so far been unimplemented speculative 
investments (Andrianirina – Ratsialonana et al 2011), and some investors even fled 
the country after the coup d‟etat in March 2009 due to their links with the 
Ravalomanana regime (Ferguson, in prep).   

9. The most prominent civil society group in this field is perhaps Alliance Voahary Gasy 
(AVG). Lobbyist organisations active on these themse include the Collectif pour la 
Defence des Terres Malgaches (CDTM), Human Rights in Masoala (HRM) the Comite 
pour le Droit des Paysans a Madagascar (CDPM) and communication and information 
networks include Justice et Droits de l‟Homme a Madagascar (JDHM). It should be 
noted that as is characteristic for this domain, much additional activism on these 
issues is carried out by individuals or unnamed groups and coalitions.    

10. Global Witness and Environmental Investigation Agency (2009) and Friends of the 
Earth have renewed their interests respectively due to the illegal precious wood trade 
in the eastern forests and the high profile Total and Madagascar Oil tar sands projects 
in Bemoalanga and Tsimiroro.  

11. UNICEF (Juttersonke & Cartas, 2010); World Bank (Plangeman et al 2010; Carrett et 
al 2010); USAID (Freudenberger, 2010) 
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